
WORDS INSIDE

FOUND INSIDE “COMMON  
LAWN WEEDS …”
rhizomes | Underground 
stem in which various 
plants asexually reproduce 
via budding

FOUND INSIDE “WHY WEEDS 
ARE GOOD …”
noxious | Physically  
harmful or destructive  
to living beings

perennial | Lasting for a 
long time, a plant living  
for over two years

FOUND INSIDE “RANDOM NEST”
venation | The arrange-
ment of veins in a leaf or 
on an insect’s wings

germinate | To come into 
existence and develop, 
evolve, progress

Dear Student, Artist, Thinker, Friend,

Weeds are an interesting subject because of how people perceive them.  
Similar to wasps, they’re essential to our environmental health, but every-
one hates to have them in their garden. They take up space and can inhibit the 
growth of more desirable plants. They tend to thrive in many spaces, and some 
weeds are invasive such as chamomile, plumeless thistle, and oxeye daisies. 
Of course, some of these are beautiful in their own ways even though they 
are listed by the government as noxious weeds. Chamomile, for example, is 
known for many of its healing abilities, such as soothing the stomach or  
helping people sleep. 

Historically, weeds have generally been brought over by colonizers, and they 
did not have any resistance to overpopulation in a new environment. The 
notion of weeds being nuisances is arguably a social construct, and they have 
been used metaphorically as such. Some species of daisies may be consid-
ered weeds, but their petals are white and dainty just like many other flow-
ers. My argument is that weeds are only a problem if they’re disrupting the 
ecosystem in which they reside. I think of the cliché “Beauty is in the eyes of 
the beholder,” and remember that we choose what we think is beautiful to 
some extent. Weeds have major environmental benefits as we combat 
global warming. Because they grow so quickly and produce plant matter 
quickly, they can be utilized to pull carbon monoxide out of the atmo-
sphere. These are only a few of the things that I 
find interesting here, but I hope they’ll be 
food for thought as you read this week’s 
edition of The Warbler.

Taylor and the APAEP Team
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“Weeds are flowers too,  
once you get to know them.” 
A. A. MILNE // British author of Winnie-the-Pooh
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Common Lawn Weeds
BY STUART HENSLEY | Gardening Vibe | October 15, 2021

Crabgrass is one of the most notorious types of weeds. 
Crabgrass is a lawn weed that looks very similar to 
grass. But because of its tall growth and thicker blades, 
it stands out from your turfgrass. Growing in unsightly 
clumps and spreading to take over your lawn.

The big problem with crabgrass? Its prolific repro-
ductive capacity. Each crabgrass plant produces up to 
150,000 seeds. And they lie dormant 
in the soil waiting to germinate in 
the following spring.

The seeds can survive in the soil 
for years waiting for the right condi-
tions to germinate. So even when 
you think you’ve killed the crabgrass 
plants growing in your lawn, they 
usually come back with a vengeance.

1. White Clover (Trifolium repens) 
| White clover is a fast-growing 
perennial broadleaf weed. Clover grows low to the 
ground forming a mat. Developing new roots every 
time a stem node contacts the soil.

Its distinctive appearance features small white 
flowers with tear-shaped leaflets.

2. Dandelions (Taraxacum officinale) | Dandelions are 
one of the most common weeds. You can easily recognize 
dandelions by their bright yellow flowers and fluffy seed 
heads. In most areas, you’ll first notice them in late spring/
early summer. But dandelions are perennial broadleaf 
weeds that grow and flower year-round in some locations.

3. Spotted Spurge (Euphorbia maculate) | Spurge is 
a fast-growing annual weed. As it spreads across your 
lawn, it grows low to the ground. Forming a dense mat 
about 1-2 inches tall. A cluster of slender branched 
stems spread out from a central taproot that grows 
more than 24-inches deep into the soil. And if you 
break the stems, spurge releases a milky sap that’s 
poisonous and acts as a skin irritant. 

Usually, you’ll find spurge weeds growing in sunny 
parts of your garden with warm soil. This weed 
doesn’t grow well in the shade.

You can easily identify spurge by its small dark 
green leaves arranged in opposite pairs. Often with a 
dark red spot in the center. In the summer the weed 
produces small white flowers that grow along the 
stems, each with 4 tiny white petals.

4. Quackgrass (Elymus repens) | Quackgrass is also 

known as couch grass or common couch. Quackgrass 
is a perennial grassy weed that quickly grows taller 
than the grass in your lawn. Standing out and growing 
in tufted patches. It also has wider leaves than most 
turfgrass, with a rougher texture if you rub them with 
your fingers. These similarities can make it difficult to 
distinguish quackgrass from crabgrass, to begin with.

Quackgrass has thick straw-col-
ored rhizomes. They form a dense 
mat across the ground as the plant 
grows, and produce new shoots. 
But the rhizomes break easily 
when you try to pull them up. And 
any pieces left in the ground will 
continue to grow.

5. Nutsedge (Cyperus rotundus) | 
You can easily distinguish nutsedge 
from lawn grasses as it grows tall. 

And its flowering stems are thick and triangular. With 
leaves in a set of 3.

Nutsedge comes in 2 types — yellow nutsedge 
and purple nutsedge. With yellow nutsedge produc-
ing yellow flowers and purple nutsedge producing 
red-brown flowers. You can also tell the difference 
between them by their height. Yellow nutsedge is the 
taller plant, growing up to 3 ft. Purple nutsedge has 
shorter stems and usually only grows up to 1-1/3 ft. tall.

Nutsedge weeds spread by rhizomes, tubers, bulbs, 
and seeds. Each tuber creates hundreds of new shoots 
in a small area as well as forming over 100 new tubers 
which then do the same. 

6. Broadleaf Plantain (Plantago major) | Broadleaf 
plantain is a perennial broadleaf weed that grows back 
each year from the roots. Not everyone is unhappy 
to find plantain growing in their yard. It’s an edible 
weed that’s highly nutritious. And it also has medic-
inal properties.

You can identify broadleaf plantain from its rosette 
of green, egg-shaped leaves, with thick stems that join 
at the base. Leafless stalks stand erect from the basal 
leaves, with a compact spike of tiny green flowers at 
the ends that change to brown with seed maturation.

The individual seed pods contain up to 20 seeds. And 
when they split they deposit the seeds onto the ground. 
Once in the soil, the seeds can survive for up to 60 years. 
So if you allow plantain weeds to grow unchecked, you 
can expect it to keep appearing year after year, even if 
you eventually remove the plants.  

PLANTS

left Crabgrass  
(Digitaria sanguinalis)
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West Sacramento Turns to Goats  
in Its Time of Weeds
BY NATHAN SOLIS | Los Angeles Times | March 25, 2022

Just ahead of fire season, the residents of West Sacra-
mento welcome several hundred goats for a bite to eat. 
Since 2014, hundreds of the animals have descended 
on the city to chomp down on wild vegetation in an 
effort to help curb the spread of wildfires.

The goats arrived this year in early March, and just 
like a musical act coming through town, they have 
their own tour schedule for fans to track where they 
head next.

In previous years, the city hosted a goat selfie 
contest, but because of the pandemic, the fan fest 
had to be tamped down to reduce the risk of poten-
tial coronavirus spread in large crowds.

Still, the goats’ annual visits bring a sense of calm 
to the city; compared to weed whackers and lawn-
mowers, the animals’ chewing is a bit more quiet.

“Sometimes, I’ll go out on a lunch break, and just sit 
and soak up the goats,” West Sacramento city spokes-
person Paul Hosley said when reached by phone 
Friday. “The community loves it when the goats are 
in town.”

Students take field trips to the areas where the 
goats happily munch on overgrown grasses, and 
people from nearby cities drive in to visit the animals, 
Hosley said.

This year, 400 goats are in town, eating the wild 
vegetation along the Sacramento River in areas too 
difficult to reach with heavy machinery. The goats can 
clear about 2 acres a day and typically chew the high 
grass down to just about 4 inches, Hosley said. The 
goats will be along the Barge Canal and Clarksburg 
Branch Line Trail before relocating at South River 
Road and the Honda Hills to finish out the month.

Goats are used as a green alternative to reduce 
vegetation around urban settings ahead of fire season, 
according to Tim Arrowsmith, whose company, West-
ern Grazers, rents out the goats. Depending on rainfall 
during a year, which determines vegetation growth, 
up to 1,000 goats could be sent out to clear an area.

“They’re able to set up and eat pretty quickly. They 
get going all summer long,” Arrowsmith said from 
Blue Tent Farms in Tehama County.

Arrowsmith has sent his goats as far south as San 
Diego and Moreno Valley to help clear excess growth. 
They don’t mind the long rides, he said.

“If they’re being loaded up onto the portable panels 

and onto the trucks, then they know that they’re going 
to somewhere with greener grass,” Arrowsmith said.

In their offseason, the goats get to rest, recreate 
and procreate. Then the grazing season starts back 
up again around October.

The idea has been used elsewhere in California.
For decades, Laguna Beach has launched a herd of 

goats to feast on the city’s canyon slopes in an effort 
to reduce the threat of brush fires.

In 2018, the Irvine Ranch Conservancy used the 
animals in its efforts to restore native grasses to the area.

And in 2019, Nevada City, Calif., launched a crowd-
sourcing campaign called “Goat Fund Me” to raise 
money to pay local ranchers to use their goats in a 
prescriptive grazing project on city-owned land.

The grass buffet is coming even as most of the state is in 
drought conditions after a bone-dry start to 2022. Accord-
ing to the U.S. Drought Monitor, over 90% of California is 
experiencing severe drought conditions, and nearly 40% 
of the state is seeing extreme drought conditions.

Arrowsmith said he expects his services will be 
needed further in the coming fire season as more 
dried-out vegetation will mean more fire hazards.

“A lot of fire prevention is making sure that people 
create defensible spaces around their homes and 
properties,” he said. 

NEWS

Why did the goats 
cross the road? In 
West Sacramento, 
they crossed Jeffer-
son Boulevard to 
clear weeds and 
grass along the 
Clarksburg Branch 
Line Trail. The effort 
was part of the  
city’s wildfire 
prevention strategy.

“I like weeds. They’re survivors.”
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX // American author
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Sudoku
MATHEMATICS

#232 PUZZLE NO. 4237936

#231 PUZZLE NO. 6706475

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE
1. Each block, row, and column 
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and 
reasoning, so you should not 
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within 
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination 
to figure out the correct place-
ment of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the 
last page of this newsletter.

What the example will look 
like solved q

2 4 8 3 9 5 7 1 6

5 7 1 6 2 8 3 4 9

9 3 6 7 4 1 5 8 2

6 8 2 5 3 9 1 7 4

3 5 9 1 7 4 6 2 8

7 1 4 8 6 2 9 5 3

8 6 3 4 1 7 2 9 5

1 9 5 2 8 6 4 3 7

4 2 7 9 5 3 8 6 1

3 9 1

5 1 4

9 7 5

6 2 5 3 7

7 8

7 8 9 3

8 3 1 9

9 2 6 7

4 3 6 1

ROW

COLUMN

BLOCKBOX

“Weeds are the things that choose 
to be persistent despite the reality 

that they’re going to get pulled.”
CRAIG D. LOUNSBROUGH // Colorado counselor

Icons from the Noun Project
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Invasive weeds in the US are largely 
non-native plants introduced from 
Europe and Asia.

One weed can generate over  
10 million seeds.

Horticulture vinegar of 20%–30% 
acidity is effective against  
stubborn weeds. 

Field bindweed is one of the tough-
est garden weeds to eliminate.

73% of farmers perceived weeds as 
the main drawback in common bean 
production.

Some weeds are actually edible, for 
example, stinging nettles are packed 
full of vitamin C and new shoots are 
often used to make tea. 

DID YOU KNOW?

Source: comfyliving.net and bbc.com

Maze œ
This maze is a collection of paths, 

where there is both a start and ending 
point. The player starts from the 

start point and follows a path of their 
choice, which leads to the end point.

FLOWERING WEEDS CAN PROVIDE 
REFUGE FOR BENEFICIAL INSECTS.

OVER 90% OF THE FEDERAL PUBLIC 
LAND IN THE WEST HAS NOT BEEN 

INFECTED BY EXOTIC WEEDS.
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ART + CULTURE

Agnes Vojta grew up in Germany and started 
writing poetry as a child. She spent a few years in 
California, Oregon, and England and now lives 
in Rolla, Missouri where she teaches physics at 
Missouri S&T and hikes the Ozarks.

WRITING PROMPT
In this poem, the author seems to be envious of 
how easily the dandelion is able to let go. They 
describe how the plant was once anchored to a 
certain spot, but was able to move on despite 
the scars that might be left with a departure. 
Personification is a way to add description 
to a poem by giving human characteristics to 
non-human objects. Using this form of creativity, 
describe a non-human object in your life in a way 
that makes it seem more “human.” Share this in the 
form of a poem, short essay, blog, or illustration. 

© thewordsearch.com

Word Search

BREEZE
ANCHOR
CONNECTION
GROWING
REMINDER
DANDELION
FLOURISHING
PEACE
DISPLAY
ANALYSIS
SCARS

Lesson from A Dandelion
BY AGNES VOJTA

How easily
the dandelions let go —
the brush of a breeze
sets the seeds free.
They float away,
leaving small scars
on the green body
where they once anchored.
I want to learn
not to cling 
to those who must leave
when the time comes,
to watch them drift
towards growth,
the scars a reminder
how much I loved.
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Surprising Dandelion Symbolism  
and Meaning We Bet You Didn’t Know
BY KIDADL TEAM | Kidadl | April 21, 2022

What do some persons believe dandelion  
flowers symbolize?
The light yellow dandelion plant is said to have many 
symbolic traits. For example, it is said that someone 
with dandelions has the ability to gain emotional 
intelligence and power. Dandelions bring back spring 
memories and when warm winds blow, that is 
said to be a sign of joy. Spring is the season 
of blossom, and dandelions in spring 
look very pretty. The word ‘dandelion’ is 
actually a corruption of the French word 

‘dent de lion’ referring to the shape of a 
lion’s tooth and thus, you will see these 
flowers and their leaves are spiky with 
tooth-like shapes. They are often disre-
garded and some people see them as a weed. 
In earlier times they were referred to as ‘pissant’ and 
it is still believed that if you blow their seed into the 
air and make a wish for something, your wish might 
come true. This blow for a wish notion is believed in 
many places and cultures and people enjoy believing 
that their wish will come true.

You might have seen people giving dandelions to 
newly married couples. This is because dandelions 
are thought by some to denote wealth and prosperity. 
Dandelion seeds can grow in almost every type of soil 
and can grow in unusual places too. Their roots can 
be used for cooking and medicinal purposes and are 
used around the world. Usually, you will find them in 
your salads and many other recipes around the world. 
Their yellow petals are said to symbolize the sun shin-
ing thus, referring to growth in your life. They are also 
said to symbolize hope, happiness, and love. Some 
people often believe them to be a symbol of innocence 
and playfulness. 

Why are dandelions special? What do they signify 
that others don’t? Should everyone believe the supposed 
meanings behind them? The dandelion is the only 
flower to represent the three celestial bodies namely the 
sun, moon, and stars. It is used at the beginning of the 
day to greet others and remains until everyone is asleep. 
Also, from root to stem, every part of the plant plays an 
important role. It can be eaten and cooked and also has 
many medicinal aspects too. Among all the species and 
color variations of dandelion, two are very famous for 

their symbolism. Yellow is believed to be for friendship, 
growth, peace, and good health. White, however, is used 
to symbolize innocence, youth, and healing.

When is it appropriate to give a dandelion?
Is there an appropriate time to offer someone dande-

lions? Do dandelions have an impact when given 
at the right time? When should we give some-

one a dandelion for positive effects? If you 
have ever wondered the answers to these 
questions then read on.
Since dandelions are considered weeds, is 
it okay to give them to someone? Well, for 

many, the dandelion isn’t seen as a weed 
but instead, one of the most impactful flow-

ers or plants you will ever come across. You can 
give these plants to anyone on any special occasion. 
If you are thinking about surprising someone who is 
ill or recovering from a disease, dandelion plants can 
turn out to be the most suitable and best choice as 
they are seen as a symbol of hope and so might help 
the person recover positively.

Dandelions are also used for medicinal purposes 
and to cure many illnesses. There are a few occasions 
where it may not be appropriate to send dandelions 
but you can still relish in all the happy occasions or 
festive seasons where you can send dandelions. The 
significance of dandelions is variable from culture to 
culture; you cannot force anyone to believe what you 
believe in. The flower can be used in bouquets and 
should not always be overlooked as a weed.  

SYMBOLISM

WORD PLAY A Rebus puzzle is a picture representation of a common word 
or phrase. How the letters/images appear within each box will give you clues 
to the answer! For example, if you saw the letters “LOOK ULEAP,” you could 
guess that the phrase is “Look before you leap.” Answers are on the last page!

oEdited  
for space

“Such plants 
are weeds 
only to 
those who 
make a 
business of 
selling and 
applying 
chemicals.”
RACHEL CARSON 
// American 
marine biologist
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Why Weeds Are Good for the Ecosystem  
and Your Health
BY JORGE | Primrose Blog | April 13, 2017

To many gardeners, weeds are a recurrent annoyance 
that you have to put up with as a fact of life. The effects 
of weeds are extremely costly, and it has been esti-
mated that up to 10% of agricultural production may 
be lost because of them. But, weeds play a key role in 
transforming inhospitable environments into new 
habitats, and without them we would not exist today.

Weeds are good for the ecosystem
Weeds act to shield the soil from the sun, protect-
ing both insects and microscopic organisms from 
sunlight. Their roots stabilize the soil, creating a 
secure environment for life, while their stems trap 
organic matter, which breaks down in the soil and 
provides sustenance for insects. Weeds with long 
roots draw up nutrients from deep in the ground, 
improving the quality of the surface soil. When 
they finally die, they decompose into humus which 
increases the soil’s moisture and nutrient retention, 
but decreases its bulk density, which is important in 
the early stages of soil development.

Back hundreds of millions of years ago, the Earth 
was very different, as a barren rock with water 
running over the surface with no defined course. Key 
to transforming the Earth were plants that broke 
down rock into minerals and soil, which it then held 
in place with its roots. This led to the development of 
river banks that channeled water in a regular fash-
ion. Periodically, such rivers would flood, deposit-
ing sediment over large areas, which allowed trees to 
take hold. Such larger plant life would produce even 
more debris that would block up rivers, causing more 
flooding, a process that would lead to the emergence 
of larger complex ecosystems.

The predecessors to the plants that we consider 
weeds today played a key part in all this as early 
pioneers that ensured soil stability in such flooded 
areas. Important to this were rhizomes that allowed 
plants to cope with severe disruptions in their envi-
ronments. Rhizomes are branching stems that grow 
horizontally, often through the soil, and are the 
feature that makes weeds so durable, as even if you 
destroy a plant’s matter above ground any surviv-
ing rhizome in the soil will lead to its reemergence. 
Not only does the rhizome store energy, allowing a 
plant to reemerge in favorable conditions, the stems 

allow the plant to propagate vegetatively,  producing 
a clonal plant.

Today, many plants we consider weeds play an 
important role in the ecosystem. Weeds native to the 
UK provide food and shelter for numerous animals, 
especially pollinating insects, which are essential 
for crop yields. Many species of butterfly, for exam-
ple, lay their eggs on nettles including the beautiful 
Red Admiral and Painted Lady. Keeping their habi-
tats intact will be essential to prevent the UK’s insect 
population dwindling further.

Weeds constitute an interesting case study in evolu-
tion and humanity’s effects on the environment
Today weeds constitute a fascinating area of study due 
to their phenotypic plasticity, or simply put, their abil-
ity to change in response to changes in their environ-
ment. An example of phenotypic plasticity may be a 
plant’s ability to utilize more or less water (in photo-
synthesis) depending on its availability. Phenotypic 
plasticity is especially important for plants that do not 
have the ability to change their environment (as in the 
case of many animals, such as humans), and weeds are 
especially adaptive as agricultural practices make it 
necessary to be highly responsive if they are to survive.

Weeds evolve quickly in three principal ways: 
through adapting to continuous habitat distur-
bance, emerging in part from agricultural practices; 

ECOLOGY

The artist, 
Édouard Riou’s 
impression of 
early Devonian 
land flora.

“A weed 
is but an 
unloved 
flower.”
ELLA WHEELER 
WILCOX // 
American author
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RANDOM-NEST

How Weeds are Classified 
FROM FASTGROWINGTREES.COM

Classifying Weeds by Structure
Weeds considered true grasses are monocotyledons, having only one 
seed-leaf when seedlings emerge from the soil. They have leaves that 
are long and narrow with a parallel venation pattern. Leaves arise in 
an alternate pattern on each side of a hollow stem. Each leaf has two 
parts: the lower portion called the sheath, which is wrapped around 
the stem, and the upper portion called the blade. 

Weeds considered sedges are not true grasses, though they exhibit 
a lot of the same characteristics as grasses. They are different from 
grasses in that their stems are solid, triangular, and have no nodes. 
Their leaves have a three-ranked arrangement (instead of an alternate 
arrangement) with each leaf one third the way around the stem.

Classifying Weeds by Their Life Cycle
Annual weeds complete their life cycle in one year or less. 
During that time, they germinate, complete their growth 
cycle, flower, produce seeds, and die. If the stems are cut, 
they may develop into new plants.

Biennial weeds have life cycles that span two years (i.e. two 
growing seasons). During the first year, biennials germinate, 
and the plant focuses on growth. The plant overwinters, and 
then during the second year or growing season, it flowers, 
produces seeds, and dies.

Perennial weeds have life cycles that span more than two 
years. They reproduce from seeds or vegetative parts of the 
plan. Like annuals, perennial weeds can be classified into 
cool-season perennial weeds and warm-season perennials 
based on the time of year when they grow.

Edited for space and clarity

oEdited  
for space

through reproducing with different cultivars (group-
ings of plants selected for certain characteristics) as to 
produce hybrids; and finally through returning to natu-
ral seed dispersal methods when certain domesticates 
(plants dependent on humans for survival) are aban-
doned. This has led to the survival of certain species 
that are extremely difficult to control as they have devel-
oped such traits as early germination, rapid growth from 
seedling to sexual maturity, and the ability to reproduce 
both sexually and asexually. So, in the future, weeds 
may become even more troublesome than they are now.

Centuries of grazing has altered the landscape,  
benefiting plants that can’t be consumed by livestock.
As such, the battle between farmers and weeds consti-
tutes an interesting case study of evolution in action and 
the selection effect humans exert on plants. There are 
many examples of the latter. For example, tilling tends 
to favor annuals at the expense of perennials, while no 
till systems benefit perennials. Frequent mowing, on 
the other hand, tends to benefit weeds that grow hori-
zontally. The grazing of livestock has led to an increase 
in noxious thistles and other inedible species on the 
rangeland. In some cases, weeds have even begun to 
replicate crops in their appearance and life cycle as in 
the case of barnyard grass growing with rice.

Weeds perform an important signaling function
Weeds can tell you a lot about your garden, providing 
information about what is best to grow. If your weeds 
multiple rapidly it is likely that your soil is extremely 
fertile, and that you do not need fertilizer. If not, it may 
be wise to start growing forerunners such as onions 
before moving onto more 
difficult crops. If the amount 
of weeds is diverse, it is 
likely that you can grow a 
wide range of plants in your 
garden. If not, it will be 
worthwhile to ascertain the 
soil type. And weeds can do 
this too. Very acidic soil will 
produce sorrel and plantain 
but no charlock or poppy, 
while chickweeds is sign of 
neutral pH. Compacted soil 
is noticeable for silverweed 
and greater plantain, while 
creeping buttercup, horsetail 

and silverweed may indicate wet soil with poor drainage.

Weeds constitute a good source of nutrients
Many weeds are edible and good for you. They are also 
effectively free and environmentally friendly. In the UK, 
nettle soup comes to mind as one famous example. Back 
in the Middle Ages, ground elder was grown as a crop 
and was believed to cure gout – hence its alternative 
name goutweed. It possesses a nutty flavor and can be 
added to salad. Many health blogs recommend dande-
lion as a superfood, which can be found everywhere. 

Curled Dock with its deep 
taproot draws up nutrients 

to the surface soil. 
Photo by Oliver Pichard (2007)
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Words of Encouragement
In this week’s issue of The Warbler, we attempted to bring you a more 
positive perspective on a subject that is normally seen as negative. Weeds 
are typically described as invasive, overtaking, and troublesome. They 
can overtake your yard, garden, and even sidewalks at times, and most 
individuals work as hard as they can to eliminate them. We discov-
ered that weeds are beneficial to our ecosystem, sometimes have deep 
symbolic meanings, and goats love to eat them!! Life is all about percep-
tion and when we are able to view things through a lens that is maybe 
different than our own, we can find the value that is sometimes lost. 

We hope you have enjoyed this edition of The Warbler. We are constantly 
looking for new themes and content and value your suggestions and 
ideas. Please feel free to send us your comments, questions, and ideas to 
the address listed below. If you are a student of APAEP, feel free to share 
your thoughts with your instructors. If you were inspired by this news-
letter or any others you had access to, we would love to see your words 
or illustrations. Please know you are constantly in our thoughts and we 
hope you have an amazing and peaceful week.

Tammy
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SUDOKU #231

SUDOKU #232

Send ideas and comments to: APAEP 
1061 Beard-Eaves Memorial Coliseum // Auburn University, AL 36849 UNTIL NEXT TIME !

?   
Rebus Puzzle 
Page 7  
1. One step forward, two steps back 
2. Put up with it 
3. Lights out

UNTIL NEXT TIME !

Answers

Page 5 MAZE

… A DANDELION!


